Should Edward Albee
Call Η Quits?
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I pk\ arely has a theatrical career specific approach to Lolita; but he reputed to resist pleas for rewriting).
I l\ \ ^^8^·^ inore promisingly, espe- contends that "I wrote this adaptation But for the record, his original script
U \ A cially in America. The year was the way Nabokov would have written it called for nothing more graphic than
1960. The play, ΊΉε Zoo Story. The had he been me. People who know the tableaux Broadway has witnessed be
author, Edward Albee. Two years later, novel well have read the script and they fore (Lolita's naked backside; Humbert
at the age of 34, Albee seemed to make can't tell where Nabokov starts and I Humbert later urging Lolita's head
good on that promise by writing a play stop. I hope it all seems like Nabokov toward his—clothed—lap). What
which many critics felt begged com and all seems like me at the same time... seemed more likely to provoke critical
parison with Eugene O'Neill's Long [but] anybody who goes to see this play disapproval was the play's singleDay's Journey Into Night. This was humming 'hits' from the book is minded concentration on Humbert's
Albee's long night's journey into day, approaching it the wrong way. People antisocial lust (Nabokov's complex
otherwise known as Who's Afraid of must be willing to experience it on its novel is equaljy concerned, for in
stance, with Fifties American culture)
own terms."
Virginia Wool/?
Then something peculiar happened:
The cast includes film star Donald and lines that could be viewed as
Albee's embarrassment over
Albee began devoting sub
his
source material ("A Cer
stantial amounts of time and
tain
Gentleman" apologizes
energy to adaptations of other :>Μ";.
for plot twists and acknow
writers' works. First, an un. J'* S
ledges a personal distaste for
stageworthy version of Car
:-i-}-m Humbert).
son McCullers's novella. The
•••iiyiS
Still, e\enii Lolita succeeds
Ballad of the Sad Cafe (1963).
on Broadway (for whatever
Then a disaster called Mal
reasons), can it possibly re
colm (1966), adapted from a
deem Albee's badly tarnished
novel by James Purdy. Next, a
reputation? It's worth re
thoroughly undistinguished
membering that Who's Afraid
reworking of a not-veryof Virginia f f o o ^ opened on
promising British play by
Broadway in 1962. That was
Giles Cooper called Every
19 years and 11 plays ago.
thing in the Garden (1967).
None
of Albee's subsequent
And even while Albee
efforts has earned the sort of
seemed to be growing more
critical acclaim that was la
dependent on other writers for
vished on his early work.
inspiration, his original plays
(Despite its Pulitzer Prize, A
were similarly received ever
Delicate Balance was general
more coolly. Critics began
ly
less well received.) In fact,
suggesting that perhaps the
most
of his more recent plays
emperor had no clothes. The
have had precisely the oppo
least sympathetic voices be
After 23 years, Nabokov's novel, Lolita, can still shock.
site effect on his reputation—
gan asking: Why does he
Will Blanche Baker as Albee's Lolita have similar impact?
forcing
Albee's admirers to
bother continuing?
ponder the painful question of how the
But Albee, apparently, remains un Sutherland as Humbert Humbert,
playwright responsible for Virginia
deterred: His newest play, scheduled to Carroll Baker's daughter Blanche as
Woolf could possibly have written
open on Broadway late this month, is Lolita, and British actor Ian Richard
subsequent plays as vacuous as All
yet another adaptation, this time of son as a narrator and surrogate for
Over or Seascape.
Vladimir Nabokov's great novel Lolita. authors Albee and Nabokov known as
Indeed, Albee maintains that the "A Certain Gentleman."If nothingelse,
What went wrong? How could so
distinction between "original" plays the production promises to be con promising a career run out of creative
and "adaptations" is at best one of troversial. An organization titled steam so quickly? In order to make
degree rather than kind: "Everything's Women Against Pornography has sense of Albee's early success and
an adaptation," says Albee. "The only already threatened legal action against subsequent failure, one has to recall the
real difference is what it's an adaptation the producer if he insists on casting any early Sixties when The Zoo Story and
of... adaptation of the conscious from minors in the production. (Blanche Virginia Woolf v/ere first performed.
the unconscious or the adapting and Baker is 24.) Twenty-three years after Eugene O'Neill was dead. Both Tennes
patterning of opinions and facts that the initial publication of Lolita in this see Williams and Arthur Miller had
one has been accumulating in one's country, the story itself still retains the already entered a period of perceived
head. Everyone adapts stylistically, power to shock.
decline. Both the theatergoing public
thematically, psychologically, and
How much Broadway audiences will and the journalistic establishment were
philosophically from everything that be shocked remains to be seen. Few eager to bestow the title "Great Amer
he's experienced in the arts before him." scripts travel intact from first rehearsal ican Playwright" on someone.
Albee won't say much about his to opening night (though Albee is
Moreover, Albee's first one-act
•••"';••*£'
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Virginia Woolf: from left, Uta Hagen, Arthur Hill, Melinda Dillon, Ben Piazza.
plays, with the exception of The Zoo
Story, broke with traditional theatrical
realism, and critics linked Albee with
avant-garde European absurdists. His
ability to write a realistic Broadway hit
suggested the arrival of a miraculous
talent, one that could reconcile conflicting traditions, possibly bring intellectually challenging fare into the
commercial theater—and entertain at
the same time. No wonder the media
invested so much hope in his career—
and why shreds of his reputation have
lingered even though his early promise
has remained unfulfilled.
The great irony is that Albee was
more than a media-invention. The Zoo
Story is probably the finest first play
ever written by an American, and
Virginia Woolf is considered by many
to be the best American play of the last
25 years. By 1962, Albee had written
several other, lesser one-acts (The
American Dream, The Death of Bessie
Smith), but essentially, his entire
30

reputation rested on the strengths of his
two best plays. It now seems clear that
Albee was hailed prematurely and was
given no real opportunity to mature as
an artist. He had been crowned Great
White Hope of the Great White Way;
and now he was expected to sit down
and chum out masterworks as mechanically as an assembly line produces
canned goods. This sort of psychological burden is hardly conducive to
the creation of works of art.
Albee's later failures, of course,
should not detract from the considerable virtues in his early plays. Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, for example, combines gut-wrenching passion,
verbal combat of the knock-down,
drag-out variety, and an apparent taste
for ideas (the fleeting argument between George and Nick over the
differences between history and biology, for instance, or the play's Spenglerian references to the decline of the
West). Of course, on the most basic

level, this is a claustrophobically focused study of four well-drawn characters; but on another level, it also
succeeds as a complex allegory about
the disintegration of the American
family and the souring of the American
dream. Some commentators have even
suggested that the characters George
and Martha are symbolic equivalents
for George and Martha Washington.
Albee himself has remarked that he
chose those names because his play
"contains an attempt to examine the
success or failure of American revolutionary principles."
Unfortunately, the very quality that
lends such complexity to Virginia
Woolf—& desire to grapple with ideas
—eventually led Albee astray. Certainly, if Virginia ffOo^were to be stripped
of its anguish, if it were less of an
emotional ordeal and more of an
intellectual colloquium pure and simple, the result would be an inconsequential play. This is precisely what happened in Albee's later work, beginning
with A Delicate &t/a«ce (an ironic title
indeed, for the delicate balance Albee
had achieved earlier between emotional immediacy and metaphysical reflection began to tip in favor of the latter).
These later plays are pervaded by a
spirit of remoteness and bloodless
abstraction. Characters tend toward
allegorical or generalized types. (In All
Over, for example, the characters are
identified only as "The Wife," "The
Mistress,""The Best Friend,"etc.)The
settings for these plays became less
specific, more "universal." Rather than
give "to airy nothing a local habitation
and a name," Albee was leaving us with
airy nothing.
Saddest of all, the language of these
later plays became oddly mannered,
full of pithy, fortune-cookie wisdom.
("Continue the temporary and it becomes forever"—a typically sententious epigram from Albee's evolutionary
allegory Seascape.) Clearly, in plays
Uke A Delicate Balance, All Over, and
The Lady From Dubuque, Albee was
attempting to "metaphysicaUze" the
drawing-room comedy in the manner
of T.S. Eliot's The Cocktail Party. But
the problem—as Henry Hewes once
noted—is that whereas Eliot wrote
verse that sounded like prose, Albee
writes prose that sounds like verse (and
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not very good verse at that.)
Why did Albee allow himself to
become remote and mannered, why did
he forsake the strong emotional qual
ities that made Virginia iVooif and to a
lesser extent The Zoo Story so distinc
tive? In an article about Tiny Alice
called "The Play That Dare Not Speak
Its Name," PhiUp Roth criticized
Albee's "unwillingness or inability to
put its real subject at the center of
action." The "real subject" that Roth
referred to was, of course, homo
sexuality; and Roth concluded his
polemic with the following plea: "How
long before a play is produced on
Broadway in which the homosexual
hero is presented as homosexual, and
not disguised as an angst-ridden priest,
or as an angry Negro, or an aging
actress, or worst of all, Everyman?"
One needn't resurrect the old canard
that Virginia Woolf is "really" about
four men in order to recognize the
essentially homosexual nature of Al
bee's sensibility: weak men dominated
by strong, overpowering women; het
erosexual marriages that are sterile
when not actively hostile; and bright,
bitchy dialogue (sometimes steeped in
movie lore as when Martha quotes
Bette Davis's "What a dump!'^ that
often seeks to humiliate and wound. I
don't mean to suggest that these
characteristics are peculiar to homo
sexual plays, only that plays by and
about homosexuals (Mart Crowley's
The Boys in the Band may be the most
famous example) have often used such
themes and devices.
Is it possible that Who's Afraid of
Virginia Wool/?, despite its many
subterfuges, unwittingly revealed this
sensibility too clearly, necessitating a
retreat on Albee's part, and resulting in
the remoteness of his subsequent plays?
Perhaps this evasiveness about his own
sensibility also accounts for Albee's
apparent inability (or unwillingness) to
find a distinctive "voice" of his own. In
play after play, we find Albee borrow
ing heavily from a variety of contem
porary European playwrights. The
American Dream, for example, is
Albee's version of lonesco's The Bald
Soprano. Box and Quotations From
Chairman Mao Tse-Tung owe an
enormous debt to Beckett's Play. And
Albee's continued interest in adapta
SR February 1981

tion is yet another symptom of his
uneasiness; he's more comfortable as a
ventriloquist than he is speaking in the
first person.
Of course, Albee is hardly unique in
this regard. Eugene O'Neill wrote a
considerable number of pseudo-Eu
ropean, reductively expressionist dra
mas while he self-consciously and
imitatively sought a distinctive style.
Ironically, O'Neill found his style the
moment he stopped searching for it,
when he mustered up the courage to
write directly from his own experience.
The result was his masterpiece. Long
Day's Journey Into Night. Albee, by
contrast, remains as yet too guarded
about his own experience to make use

express, no desire to express, together
with the obligation to express."
But is this continuing ritual of public
humiliation somehow preferable to an
honorable silence? Why do we assume
that creativity is some infinitely renew
able resource? Albee himself maintains
that the questions aren't valid, that his
much-maligned work of recent years
has been merely misunderstood and
underestimated. He even goes so far as
to argue that a play like All Over may
actually outlive Who's Afraid of Vir
ginia Woolf? He speaks with the quiet
assurance of someone who expects to
be vindicated by history.
Relaxing in his spacious duplex loft
in lower Manhattan, a home base filled

"As ions as I have what in my mind passes as ideas,
ΙΊΙ so on writins
I'd liice to thinic that if my
talent really evaporates, ΓΜ be aware of it"
of it in a similar fashion.
With each successive play, Albee
shows less and less of the talent that
made his early works so special and so
promising. The same unfortunately can
be said for America's two other bestknown playwrights, Arthur Miller and
Tennessee Williams. What a sad, sad
state of affairs! Whether it's Miller's
The American Clock (which failed
on Broadway earlier this season) or
Williams's Clothesfor a Summer Hotel
(which failed on Broadway last season)
or Albee's Lolita (about to open on
Broadway), the weary theatergoing
audience crosses its fingers but expects
the worst. (Note that Miller's play was
also an adaptation; it was based on
Studs Terkel's hook Hard Times, and
Williams's play also drew from a readymade source, the lives of Zelda and
Scott Fitzgerald.)
Should Edward Albee call it quits?
Or does that sound too un-American,
an admission of defeat? After all, we've
been taught that there's something
noble in this sort of blind perseverence,
evidence of the human spirit's indomitability and all that. Perhaps Albee,
Miller, and Williams derive sustenance
from Beckett's description of the artist
who has "nothing to express, nothing
with which to express, no power to

with modern objets d'art and antiques,
Albee insists that "if you're a play
wright, you write plays
As long as I
have what in my mind passes as ideas
for plays. 111 go on writing them
I'd
like to think that if my talent really
evaporates, I'll be aware of it."
But why should Albee impose this
sort of straightjacket on himself?
Saturday Review's theater critic Stan
ley Kauffmann has suggested that
Albee would probably make a fine
teacher, director, or literary manager
for a major institutional theater. It
would, of course, take tremendous
courage for Albee to admit that it
simply isn't in him to write another
Who s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, and
that he has decided voluntarily to
pursue a different, but still theatrically
related career. Would this be so
dishonorable? Quite the reverse, I
suspect. No one faults Albee for his
instincts. And if his sense of what
should go into a theatrical production
could inspire others to produce vital
theater, Edward Albee might well bring
about a legacy of more lasting value
than his own recent output.
•
Roger Copeland is a professor of theater at
Oberlin College and contributes to the New
York Times, the New Republic, and the
Village Voice.
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Bernard Malamud
by Kdthd Pollit
Q ^ 0771 in Brooklyn 66 years ago, the Q What writers were your first heroes?
Γ<Λ5οη of a poor grocer, Bernard
-^Malamud
today is the celebrated A In my childhood, none other than
author of seven novels and three the dime novehsts who wrote Frank
collections of short stories, the holder of Merriwell, Nick Carter, Buffalo Bill—
two National Book Awards and a storytellers. I used to wait outside the
Pulitzer Prize, the president of PEN, stationery store for the new books to
and one of the most original voices in come in every other week. The joy of
contemporary fiction. He has written of reading them! I really didn't get into
heroism in baseball (The Natural) and serious reading until I was almost in
anti-Semitism in czarist Russia (The college.
Fixer), of poor Jewish immigrants
trapped in failing mom-and-pop stores Q By then you were already thinking
(The Assistant) and the tragi-comic of yourself as a writer?
flounderings of the artist manque
(Pictures of Fidelman). His most recent
A Yes. I conceived of myself as want
novel, Dubin's Lives, the story of a
ing to write, without knowing what was
middle-aged biographer torn between
his wife and his young mistress, is his
longest and some think, most ambi
Many people who write
tious effort.
Malamud and his wife, Ann, spend
do so not because
much of the year in a large white house
of talent but because
on a quiet road in Bennington, Ver
mont, wherefor more than 20 years he
they have an anguish.
has taught literature and creative
writing at Bennington College. We
talked in his study, a sunny spare going to come of it. This was during the
functional room clearly meant for Depression, and I knew I would need
work.
some kind ofjob right out of college. So
I took courses in teaching, "educa
Q When did you start wanting to tion"—I hate that damn word! I also
thought of studying law, but nothing
write?
ever came of it.
A Pretty early. I was always turning
homework assignments into little sto Q Was there a moment in your early
ries. We'd be told to write a com career—a prize, a publication, a kind
position on Roger Williams or some word—that made you think you had a
aspect of life in the American Colonies future as a writer?
and I'd make mine an adventure story.
A little later, when I started going to the A Well, one helpful thing was winning
movies, I used to like to give long, the Scholastic Magazine essay contest
minutely detailed, probably boring des in my senior year in high school—
criptions of the plots. I soon became Erasmus Hall. I got a medal for a piece
aware I was a storyteller. I've always called "Life From Behind the Coun
ter"—obviously I was already into the
been one.
32

store, into the world of The Assistant.
I'd been working on and off in my
father's grocery since I was a kid.
Q Was there anything in the craft of
fiction, during those early years, that
struck you as particularly difficult?
A In the beginning, I didn't have much
sense of the total effect of fiction, of all
the extraordinary things it is capable of,
and so my early stories tended to be
decently plotted things that relied a lot
on dialogue. Not that one comes to an
enlarged vision first shot—the impor
tant thing, as someone writes, is to see
that there might be in a story more than
he has achieved so far, to tell himself
what, and go after it. There's a gradual
movement toward broader effects in
my work—Dubin 's lives, for example,
contains things I'd never done before in
a novel.
Q Where did the baseball material in
The Natural come from?
A Baseball was the sport I became
aware of first. In my neighborhood,
every night in summer, there was a
crowd waiting at the comer candy store
for the late newspapers with the late
baseball scores. This was before many
people had radios. I didn't play much
baseball as a kid but I went to Ebbets
Field and Yankee Stadium, I saw Babe
Ruth, Dazzy Vance, and enjoyed the
Brooklyn Dodgers in action.
Q Many reviewers of The Natural
seemed to be unable to deal with a book
that worked on two levels. That must
have been depressingfor you.
A It was, but you learn to read reviews
selectively. You set aside those that
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